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Wall, Beal ground the Hawks in Game 1 on the road 

By Shaun Powell 

ATLANTA — They are young and frisky and definitely the future in terms of premier NBA backcourts and 

because of that, Bradley Beal and John Wall are charged with the nightly responsibility of picking up the 

Wizards. 

And then, along comes Sunday and a physical opening game of the Eastern Conference semifinals, when 

their most impressive chore was picking themselves off the floor. 

One by one, they went splat and instantly grabbed a critical body part. An ankle for Beal, a wrist for 

Wall, and precisely when they lay and grimaced, the reflexive question temporarily paralyzed the 

visitor's bench at Philips Arena: Are they gone? 

"When John did that, I said I hope his wrist is OK," Beal said. 

"When Brad got hurt, I didn't know how bad it was, but I knew it's got to be very bad for him not to 

come back," Wall said. 

Beal Exits With A Sprained Ankle 

Bradley Beal leaves the game after an injury during fourth quarter action. 

What we learned about Beal-Wall is their ability to rub some dirt on it and embrace the reverse law of 

gravity: What goes down must come up. They are good, real good actually, and officially they are also 

gamers, rising to the occasion to apply a tag-team KO of the Hawks. It is one thing to combine for 46 

points, 14 rebounds and 14 assists in good health; quite another to do so through throbbing pain. 

"He's a warrior, like me," said Wall. "If it's not broke, we're not going to come out. We're going to stay in 

there and compete." 

And so, buoyed by the backbone shown by their backcourt, the Wizards responded likewise, showing 

toughness in the latter stages against the Eastern Conference regular season winners and stealing one 

on the road. There are many factors that must come through for the Wizards if they have any designs on 

meeting the challenge of the Hawks, but getting quality minutes from Wall and Beal seems almost a 

must. 

Strange how the two guards repelled injury in Game 1 to beat the Hawks, given how an injury to Beal 

kept them shortchanged through a segment of the regular season. That's history now, along with 

Washington's woeful finish to the season that planted doubt about this team when the playoffs began. If 

Beal is dropping shots from deep and Wall is darting through the defense to reach the rim, if they are 

complimenting each other like a suit and tie, and more importantly if they stay in one piece, the Hawks 

are in for a fight. 



 

 

 

Wizards on Game 2 Win 

Randy Wittman, John Wall and Bradley Beal address the media following the Game 2 win over the 

Raptors. 

Wall and Beal give the Wizards an edge against the Hawks that must be exploited, like it was Sunday. 

The Hawks aren't bringing anyone with this much gusto and athletic ability, and are dealing with an 

injury of their own with less-than-100-percent Jeff Teague, who turned his previously tweaked ankle 

early in this game. Teague and Kyle Korver are nice and reliable, yet clearly running uphill against Wall 

and Beal. Teague and Korver combined to shoot 9-for-29 against Wall-Beal and never really scared the 

Wizards, especially when Korver missed a handful of open looks from deep. 

"Brad was being aggressive for us and got our offense going," said Wall, "and when he went down, I 

knew I had to be more aggressive and keep running the offense and make plays for our team." 

Will this series help Wall-Beal claim another backcourt victim? The signs are there, but it can only 

happen if Wall-Beal play well and Washington pulls an upset. Somewhere in the Verizon Center in 

Washington hangs the pelts of DeMar DeRozan and Kyle Lowry, the Raptors' duo that couldn't string 

together enough big games or victories in a scintillating first-round for the Wizards. 

It was somewhat reminiscent of last season, when the Wizards wiped out the Bulls in the first round, 

then snatched the second-round opener against the Pacers on the road. Of course, it fell apart from 

there; Washington was steamrolled by an Indiana team that suddenly resembled the team that won the 

regular-season title last year. So the first task for the Wizards is to keep history from repeating itself. 

The Wizards dropped three games to the Hawks during the season and their lone win came when 

Atlanta rested its starters. True, you can't put too much stock into regular season vs. playoffs, yet the 

Hawks are the heavy favorite in this series. They've got the Coach of the Year, four All-Stars, home court 

(until Sunday) and a deeper, if not better, bench. Their only big issue was failing to finish off the Nets in 

less than six games, because the turnaround time between the first and second round was less than 48 

hours. 

And so, Beal and Wall seized advantage. Wall is a streaky shooter, but a tough check once he gets some 

steam and attacks the rim. His ability to break down a defense allows for open teammates to take aim, 

with Beal the first option. Beal is a quality outside shooter who's slowly developing an underrated 

dribble game; once he sharpens that combination, he'll be a top-5 shooting guard. The Wizards are 

staking their franchise on the ability of Beal and Wall to grow old together; all that's missing is a Beal 

appearance in the All-Star Game, which could come next season if he finally dodges injury. 

That's why, in a startling sequence that saw both guards drop to the floor, the Wizards' playoff hopes 

received a cold slap Sunday that lasted for a few frightening minutes. At first, the blows to Beal's ankle 

and Wall's wrist looked a lot more serious than it turned out. Unless there's an overnight flare-up, both 

should be on the floor when Game 2 tips on Tuesday. 



 

 

 

"Those guys got as much heart as anybody in the building," said Paul Pierce, who thinks Beal and Wall 

have the chance to become the next big thing. "They suffered some pretty good injuries and were able 

to bounce back. They showed a lot of grit tonight." 

  

  


